Kimball International solutions are great on their own, but they strike an even better chord together. That’s why we invite you to specify all our brands – not just one. Committed to craftsmanship and insights-driven innovation, our extensive portfolio gives you more options, more cohesiveness, and even more design possibilities. With all our furniture at your fingertips, there’s no limit to what you can create. Five of our brands coming together, all playing in Perfect Harmony.

Enhance your space with added comfort and functionality by incorporating elements from our vast collection of accessories. These ancillary additions provide opportunity for another layer of design while keeping areas organized and fully functional – making use of every bit of your workspace.

Ancillary Accessories

Kimball®
EverySpace®, Frame®, Villa®, Teem®, KORE®, Surface®, Definition®, Peter® Stream®
National®
Alloy™, Eklund™, Fringe®, Locker®, Mio®, Tarver®, Tessera®, Toss®, WaveWork®
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Accommodate new ways of working by enhancing your existing products and blending new space dividing solutions into the workplace. Whether you are adding screens to collaboration spaces or focus areas, our wide variety of options allows you to bring a sense of safety and peace of mind to your environment.
Collaboration

Pairings
KIMBALL

Teem
KIMBALL

EverySpace
KIMBALL
Collaboration Division

Retreat Space

Confer Space

Connect Space

Refocus Space

Recess Space
Set-On + Mounted Screens

Set-On
KIMBALL + NATIONAL

Edge-Mount
KIMBALL + NATIONAL

Paradolia
KIMBALL

Full Edge-Mount
KIMBALL + NATIONAL

Clamp-Mount
KIMBALL + NATIONAL

Universal Panel Mount
KIMBALL + NATIONAL
Set-On + Mounted Screens

- Pinnable Molded Privacy Panel, Face-to-Face
- Pinnable Molded Privacy Panel, Side-to-Side
- Pinnable Molded Privacy Panel, Endcap
- Pinnable Molded Privacy Panel, Footed
- Pinnable Molded Modesty Panel
- Pinnable Fabric Privacy and Modesty Surround
- Tall Frost White Privacy Panel, Face-to-Face
- Tall Frost White Privacy Panel, Side-to-Side
- Tall Frost White Privacy Panel, Endcap
- Tall Frost White Privacy Panel, Footed
- Tall Frost White Modesty Panel

Kimball NATIONAL interwoven poppin
Freestanding Screens

Paradolia, Dual-Sided Floor Screen
Paradolia, Softened Floor Screens
Paradolia, Rectangular Floor Screen
Paradolia, A-Frame Floor Screens

Static Freestanding Floor
Surface-to-Floor
Accessories

Accessories have been described as the exclamation point to a person’s outfit. We think the same applies to a well-designed space. Our extensive collection of accessories elevate workplace environments and embrace evolving spaces. From lighting to organizers, pillows to power centers to ergonomic supports...and everything else in between, our comprehensive offering meets any need and suits any style.
Presentation + Display

Paradolia, A-Frame Floor Screens
KIMBALL

Paradolia, Softened Floor Screens
KIMBALL

Paradolia, Rectangular Floor Screen
KIMBALL

Paradolia, Dual-Sided Floor Screen
KIMBALL

Stow
KIMBALL

KORE
KIMBALL

Scenario
KIMBALL

Definition
KIMBALL

Tarver Marker Board
NATIONAL

Mobile Marker Board
NATIONAL

Mobile Lectern
NATIONAL

Traditional Visual Board
NATIONAL

Freestanding Kiosk
NATIONAL

Deluxe Lectern
NATIONAL

Basic Lectern
NATIONAL

Set-On Lectern
NATIONAL

Visual Board
NATIONAL

Goal Dry Erase Board
POPPIN

Goal Pinboard
POPPIN
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Ergonomic Support

- Single Monitor Arm
  - Slat Mount
  - Wall Mount
  - Accessory Rail Mount
- Single Monitor Arm Clamp Mount
- Dual Crossbar Grommet Mount
- Dual Independent Clamp Mount
- Keyboard Tray
- Ergonomic Adjustable Keyboard
- Sit-to-Stand Adjustable Keyboard
- Corner Sleeve
Ergonomic Support

- Swing Double Monitor Arm
- Swing Single Monitor Arm
- Laptop Riser
- Monitor Riser
- Portable Laptop Desk
Work Tools

- 5x7 Picture Frame
- 8x10 Picture Frame
- Cup Holder
- Dry Erase Marker Board with Tray
- Ear Phone/Bud Holder
- Name Plate
- Name Holder
- Paper Tray
- Personal Shelf
- Accessory Shelf
- Slant Sorter
- Vertical Sorter
Work Tools

- Plastic Slant Sorter
- Plastic Accessory Tray
- Plastic Paper Tray
- Plastic Pencil Cup
- Plastic Binder Shelf
- Pocket Organizer
- Double Side Tray
- Marker Holder
- Pigeon Hole Storage
- Waste Container
- Carousel Tray
- Convenience Tray
- Organizational Tools
Marker Boards + Tack Boards

EverySpace

- Paradolia, Suspension
  - Rods & Panels

- Paradolia, A-Frame Floor
  - Screens

- Paradolia, Softened
  - Floor Screens

- Paradolia, Rectangular
  - Floor Screen

- Paradolia, Dual-Sided
  - Floor Screen

KIMBALL

- Stow
- Tessera

NATIONAL

- Marker Board

KORE

- Universal Visual Board

POPPIN

- Dry Erase Board

Fabric Pinboard

- Goal Dry Erase Board

Goal Pinboard
Pillows + Cushions

Toss NATIONAL
Toss Floor Pillows NATIONAL
Toss Bean Bag Twist NATIONAL
Toss Bean Bag Round NATIONAL

Wedges NATIONAL

Cushion Round NATIONAL

Bernadette ETC.
Bernadette Bean Bag ETC.

Clarette ETC.

Cushion Rectangle NATIONAL

Conover ETC.
We offer a variety of power and data options that provide connectivity in a multitude of applications and spaces. With our new collaborative power hubs, power and data can be accessible to a group of users, allowing connectivity from anywhere in your space.

Power + Technology

We offer a variety of power and data options that provide connectivity in a multitude of applications and spaces. With our new collaborative power hubs, power and data can be accessible to a group of users, allowing connectivity from anywhere in your space.
Technology Tools

Isle  
KIMBALL + NATIONAL

Vesta  
KIMBALL + NATIONAL

Jolt  
KIMBALL

Bluetooth Speaker  
KIMBALL

Apparatus  
NATIONAL

Moire  
NATIONAL

Sidekick  
NATIONAL

KORE  
KIMBALL

Kimball NATIONAL